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... Satisloh Fog-Free reliably pre-
vents lenses from fogging up and 
provides a clear view.

CONTACT

No matter if it is wearing a
face mask, ...

... facing an everyday situation, ...
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FEATURES + BENEFITS

•	 Superior Product Performance 
Fog-Free coated lenses feature outstanding and lasting 
anti-fog properties and state-of-the-art AR coating on 
both the front and back side of the lens.   

•	 Increased revenue 
Offering Satisloh Fog-Free coated lenses creates new 
revenue sources for your lab and your customers: the 
anti-fog coating itself as well as the Fog-Free activation 
cloth that needs to be replaced every three months.  

•	 Fast and easy installation 
A Satisloh technician can easily and quickly install the new 
coating process on labs’ existing Satisloh vacuum coaters, 
minimizing production interruption.  

•	 No extra hardware or consumable investment 
The standard configuration of Satisloh’s latest genera-
tion of box coaters has the necessary hardware to run 
the Satisloh Fog-Free coating process, so you don’t need 
to invest in any hardware changes. Additionally, no extra 
consumables are required.  

 

•	 Time-efficient in your lab 
Satisloh Fog-Free is applied during the AR coating pro-
cess, saving time and optimizing lab productivity.  

•	 Initial activation flexibility 
Fog-Free coated lenses do not need to be activated im-
mediately after production. Activation can be done any 
time after edging and mounting.  

•	 Wide process flexibility 
Satisloh Fog-Free can be applied not only on Rx-lenses, 
but also on sunglasses, sport lenses and more. 

... or doing sports, ...

HIGH PERFORMANCE ANTI-FOG SOLUTION 
FOR EYEGLASSES

Most eyeglass wearers are familiar with the frustrating situation of their lenses fogging up and rendering them virtually blind. 
Whether it’s walking outside when it’s hot and humid, opening the dishwasher or the oven, or working out, foggy lenses are an 
everyday challenge. And since face masks have become part of our daily life, eyeglass wearers face this challenge continuously   
and the global demand for a solution to this problem has increased tremendously.  

Satisloh Fog-Free is the answer to foggy lenses! It consists of a new coating process for Satisloh vacuum box coaters that creates 
a permanent anti-fog foundation and a pre-treated microfiber cloth to activate the fog-free functionality on a daily basis. This 
two-step system greatly outperforms traditional anti-fog sprays and wipes that only provide a weak and fleeting effect.


